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ness of their victory. They were prepared for an insurrection,
even for fighting; they were not prepared to lake over lock,
stock;, and barrel a nation which clamoured tor them to take it
over., and whose nominal leaders had simply abdicated. They
hesitated, sought to make the preparations that should have been
made long before; with all his courage Liebkneeht was less a
revolutionary than the veteran Eisner. Had Rosa Luxemburg
been a man, the night of November 8 would have seen a soviet
ruling in Berlin.
In that little hour when the scales were still swaying the
Majority leaders took their decision. They were not revolution-
aries any of them, but solid honest bourgeois for all their working-
class origin. They were men of property, and the servants of
great organizations possessed of property, They were patriots
and Germans first, and Socialists second. To them a Leninist
regime as in Russia was not merely undesirable, hut impossible
for Germany. They were men of the west, men who had been
in opposition not to western civilization, but merely to a form
of government which was not specifically western as Leninism
was specifically eastern. They were not heaven-sent statesmen,,
but politicians who had acquired a solid political experience
and knowledge of men. They realized the fact that the parlia-
mentary cabinet was doomed; it was loved by none, and would
be defended by none. In the nation there were only those who
had tolerated it and those who sought to reverse it. They also
realized that among the latter stood for the moment the vast
majority of their own party under old colleagues whose qualities
and aims they knew well They did not underestimate the forces
behind the revolution, but they were convinced that these forces
were more apparent than real, that the German worker was not
fundamentally a revolutionist, that- a German "October11* revolu-
tion would mean bloody civil war, and still bloodier reaction
which would establish the reign of force in a more extreme form
than ever before, and that it would be a reaction that would be
backed by the majority of the nation, They knew that the real
revolutionaries were still a feeble minority, md they knew the
measure of the revolutionary fervour of the leaders. Of them all,

